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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE TI'•YO OF UELMLINO

BY

KOJI1 HITDAXA

ABSTRACT

A theory of upwelling is presented taking into account the effects
of the earth's rotation and vertical and horizont~al mixing. It can be
shown by this theory that upwelling is possible very close to a coast
along whic4, in the Northern hemisphere, a wind blovs in such a manner
that the coast is on the left hand side of an observer who loo~cs in, the

* direction of the wind, A numerical computation indicates that the speed
of upwsllitg is about EO meters per month for a steady witid blowing at
a speed of 5 to 6 meters per second. In addition to this vertical motion,
there are horizontal currents parallel and perpendicular to the coast,,
the speeds of which are roughly 1000 times that of the speed of upwelling.



1. Intoduotion. There have been several descriptions of the upwelling
noticed off California, Peru, West Africa and other coasts by Thorade
(1909), McEwen (1912), Gunther (1936), Defant (1936), Sverdrup (1938)
and Sverdrup and Fleming (1941). The explanation of this process given
by Sverdrup in 1938 is worth attention. According to Sverdrup and Fleming,
it is known from the analysis of the water masses that the water taking
part in the process of upwelling off the coast of Southern California
originates mostly in the layers from 200 to 300 meters below the surface.
These are, however, all qualitative discussions and it has been as yet
not possible to explain this phenomenon theoretically and predict the
velocity and width of the coastal currents produced by the prevailing
winds. Very recently Defant (1952) made a theoretical explanation assuming
a sea consisting of two layers of water wzith different density. The
present research is an attempt to solve this problem mathematically and
to draw some quantitative conclusions concerning this process which is
very important in all fields of oceanography.

The explanation of the upwolling seems to be satisfactory only by
treating this problem thermodynamically as well as hydrodynamically.
The following discussion will, however, be made only from a purely
hydrodynamical standpoint, on the assumption that the seawater is of
uniform density. This is a necessary consequence for simplifying the
mathematics, but the author believes to have been able to obtain some
results which are consistent with certain facts observed in this process.

It has been noticed that the upwel]ing takes place most favorably
when, in the northern (southern) hemisphere, a wind blows in such a manner
that the coast is on the left-hand (right-hand) side of an observer who
looks in the direction of the wind. Thus the upwelling off the coast
of California is most remarkable in early summer when northwesterly
winds prevail for several weeks nearly parallel to the coast.

In this investigation the effect of the Earth's rotation and the
frictional forces due to both vertical and horizontal mixing are taken
into consideration. And it may be stressed that the horizontal mixing
seems to play the most important role in t1-e theorctical explanation of
the process of upwelling.

2. Theor-y. Consider an infinitely long straight coast coincident with
the axis of L . and take I -axis perpendicular to it in the offshore
direction. (Fig. 1). Suppose a wind of constant force and direction is
blowing steadily and uniformly in a belt. of limited width '. parallel to
the coast from negative to positive direction of 1 . This is a disposi-
tion favorable for the upwolling to actually accur. Take the 4 -axis
vertically downwards.

In a steady state which is attained after a sufficientlr, long time
since the wind began to blow constantly, the motion of water will be inde-
pendent of I-, . This means that all the vertical and horizontal components
of the currents can be determined as functions of .% and Z only.
Moreover, the surface of the sea will not be a plane, but have a slope in
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the . -direction. In such a case, the hydrodynanical equations of
motion of sea water are, after several reasonable simplifications,

" A

(1)+•, + ? i ýu

where a and nu- are the horiz.ontal, components of the current velocity
in the % and t directitns, ? the surface elevation depending
on A only, the density, A h

o , and the coefficients of
vertical and horizontal mixing, of sea itnter, w the angular velocity
of the Farth and 4 the geographic laiitude. In addition to these, we
have the equation of continuity in the forn:

+ - 0 (2)

where kwr is the vertical component of cu:rrerts and represents the intensity
of the urwellirig, and LŽc•,.so a % -=

Suppose U e wind hlw,),s in the positive direction of -in a belt
between the coast C) 0 and -ý = _. . The wind v-,iocit:' ray vary
in the offshore oe' i . -1.rect.irn. The co:n!Utions to be satisfied on
the surface of the sea ar"e t.heref..'r' at

S- 2-r < < 0

- 2. -



where T may be either a constant or a function of • . On the
bottom we must have, no motion because of the vertical friction ct

a = ' LV . (4)

and along the coast which is considered to consist of vertical cliffs,
we have because of the horizontal friction a t

S LL = L = O(5)

In the region very far from both the coast and wind region, we have at

X 00o: u=or = (6)

Let us define D~r and Dh by

DV is the depth of frictional influence defined by Ekman (1905) in his
theory of ocean currents, and Dh is a quantity having a dimension of a
length and may be called "frictional distance". This is a measure of the
horizontal turbulence. Then the equations (1) now become

4 --+ = O,

LA. + 2• IT' =r - IV .

where

1- = (9)

-. 3-



In order to solve the equations (5), euppose
a,

T " =C (-C• -". ; (10)

14 ) d ~ A

09

Go

Next assume for the wind stress

--A 1-rT (A) $ýi' i (3

and bt

T (,_ ((-A)
if t is independent of .

Substituting (10), (11) and (12) into (5) and writing

-4-



the two equationa (5) are oombined into

D( = (16)

and the conditions to be satisfied along the boundaries now become

S= 0 .X-- - - OS•: .; 1 ,

and

TV -. ,)

The solution of tiw equation (16) subject to the conditions (17) and
4 (18) is

b-{ (A)fa n'"

, t

If we separate the real part P of i•'+2 T •" from the imaginary ,
Q we have

P = :' Q = "

(2C

Thus the real part of 4 4+ý2 1T z I is always greater than Tf Hence,
if the depth of the sea is sufficiently large ( hix ) > ), the
expression (19) can be given very accurately by

-5-
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A~ v (21)

Now we have, for the vertical component w ,

. r =t 7Z - = 0 .-% h ( 2 4)

since there can be no vertical motion on the surface and bottom of the sea.
Integrating (2) with respect to a from the surface down to the bottomp
we have

h z h

This means that the integral 5•-4 • is independent of ( , or
therefore a constant. But as this integral must vanrish directly on thi
coast or at % z0 , we must have

h (:

( 3

always. Integi'ating (21) with respect to ' from 0 to h and -qoati-"
the real part of the resulting equation to zero, we have

v a)=
PAO- D,,) + DIM, A (24)

This determines the relation between the wind stress Tr and slope of
the sea surface induced by the former. Substitution of (24) in (21) gi.vne

-6-



I, , and V), . The substitutions of 'U , V, and r (A) thus
obtained into (10), (ii) and (12) give iA # %r and the surface slope

* The vertical velocity Lir can be derived from the equation of
con iinuity (2) as

Jo (25)

3. Upwellina in a Deep Sea. When the sea is sufficiently deep and the
ratio increased inlefinitely, we have from (24)

r(A) - (26)

and (21) becomes

+_ _ (-" eh a(27)

Then we have

CO

2 T z,) R.,,(28)

((9

Lu/ DYr\ oLO,,)S8 (30)

,where '•• Dv j

M (Q S e P316 (31)

P + Q



N(P) (3 ( -3) - t 51, V,) e 2)

L(~) 2PQ ____ ___.._____.____

-Foe~('- Co jI+(

Cos o,) (35)
0 )

and p and Q are the real and imaginary part of whose
expressions are given by (20).

These results show that, by the effect of the wind blowing parallel to
the coast, we can expect u vertical circulation in the plane perpendicular
to the coast in addition to a coastal current parallel to the direction of
the wind. The vertical compcnent of this circulation evidently represents
the upwelling.

From the expressions (28), (29) and (3ý) for UA , ^J and L.j ,
it can be expected that the horizontal v.lV-ity of the water in this process
is approximately D IV or -1 times as large as the vertical
velocity. This resu~twill be very useful in estimating the approximate
speed of upwelling. But this kind of vortical circulation can be noticed
beat in the case of a very deop rea where there is very little current
produced by the slope of t1-e surface of the sea.



If ire derine a function j(,j) as

- ?n ~ e - !d( 36)

we can show that this is the stream funati.on in the plane perpendicular
to tho coast and a and ut are given by

C) (37)

so that any curve

%dyI (Z) = constant

represents a stream line.

4. A Numerical Exa&2jLe. 3o far the author has elucidated the process of
upwelling in a q'iantitative manner and obtained the expressions representing
the notion of water produced by a wind blowing rarallel to the coast in a
belt of finite width. 7ho stream-function IV (X 7,) can be computed from the
formula (36) for an:, distnnce X/Dh and for any depth E/Dv below the
sea surface where Di and DI are the distance and depth specifying
the intensity of tha horizontal and vertical f.ixing respecti-vely. The result
of computation of the stream function is •ivr!n in the Iatle I and illustrated
by the diagram in Figure 2. The unit is Civen by

11 Z (38)

From the table and diagram it can be easily shown that the vertical
circulation is most strongly developed close to tho coact and in the upper
layers of tie sea directly bolow tihe surfr.ce swcpt by the wind. An intense
upwelling can be seen in the belt within 0.5 Dý from the coast-line and
the stream-lines go down gradually outside the wind zone. This means that
beyond the wind z)ne there occurs the process of sinking.

-9-
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.The fact that the expressions for the velocity components all include
sin 0 in the denominator shows that the lower the latitude the more
intense will be the process of upwelling. Perhaps the strong upwelling off
the Peruvian coast may be ascribed to this theoretical result.

It will be interesting and useful to compute the magnitude of the off-
shore currents and the velocity of upwelling from the strean-function given
by (36) and to compare them with the values fromerly estimated from various
sources,

It is of course not easy to estimate the magnitude of the coefficients
of mixing. The vertical mixing coefficient may be estimated at something
like 1000 c.g.s. If we adopt this value, Dy is about 162 meters for a
latitude of 300N. To estimate A V is even more difficult. But actual
oceanographic observations show that A,/A . = 10 approximately. This
means that Dh is just about 1000 times as laxge as .r ,or 162
kilometers. Furthermore, we do not know much about the width of the coastal
wind belt. In this computation, the author tentatively assumed L. - 2.0944
Dh that is# about twice as large as Dh ; or at 339 kilometers.

It will be still more difricult to estimate the wind velocity of the
northwesterlies prevailing off the coast ef Southorn California in the
earlier summer months. The author took T = 1 c.g.s. This corresponds
to a wind velocity between 5 and 6 m/s. If vie consider the upwelling off
the coast of Southern California and take = 3tfN, we have

21 T - 2.37 x 105 sec"I

From the table we can compute the average velocity between the surface and
the layer 0.2 deep by

_ a7 3 3 SC~/e/xzn"• .2 .... X7XI.s .- D,

This is the ma:xmum velocity of the offshore current in the layer between
the surface and the 32.4 mcters level.

The maximum vertical velocity can be estimated in a similar way, viz., ai

,"..37 x. i.. •X• , - -3.14 cnVsec (upward)
-- 2.7 n/day.

- 11 -



This speed of upwelling is just about 80 m-ters per month.

G. F. McEwen (1929) estimated the speed of upwelling off the coast of
Southern California at about 10-20 meters per month. The present result
appears to show a speed a little too high, but may be suggestive of the
order of magnitude of ascending motion in the process of upwelling.

From the diagram in Figure 2, we can see that the water mass partici-
pating in this process comes up from the layers from Z =. E, to 1.5 r.),
or more. If we take lD = 162 m, the layera from which the upwelled waters
originate are located somewhere around the lhyers 200 meters or deeper.
This also agrees with Sverdrup-Fleming's estimation derived from practical
observations off the coast of Southern California.

5. Coastal Currents. In addition to the circulation in a vertical plane
perpcndicular to the coast, we have a current parallel to the coast. The
author thinks that this will be another subject of major interest.

The model treated in this research is very simple, the winds being
assumed always to blow parallel to the coast. But it may be considered that
a certain pattern of water motion will always corresrond to the wind of any
direction. The investigation into this rroblemn seoms suggestive of the
explanation of several facts obsorved close to the shore in relation to the
motion of the wator.

6. Acknowledpemonts. The aAtl or hereby expresses his pincerest appreciation
to Dr. Dale F. Leipper, Head of tUe Department of 0Ofeatieay, Prlcultural
and Mechanical Colle'e of Texas, who oncouraged tho author in carrying out
the present research and publishing the result during his stay in the depart-
ment. Ile is also much obliged to Mr. Robert 0. 2eid and Dr. John T. Hlurt who
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